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INTRODUCTION
When I was appointed Poet Laureate of San Mateo County, I
was tasked with creating a poetry campaign to bridge and engage
communities through the literary arts. My project, titled, “Speak
Poetry,” is an ongoing conversation, where we’re given the
opportunity to get to know people and the rhythm of their
everyday lives.
Our county is singularly diverse, in terms of its geography and its
demographics. And in this landscape, we have the space to bring
to the fore the individual voices which make up our community.
This anthology features 23 poets from around San Mateo County,
ages 13-78, as they re ect on community—how they perceive it
and/or themselves in it.
As an immigrant, I came to America with a luggage overpacked
with poems and the unshakable conviction that I can be a poet
here. I learned the most important lessons from being part of a
community, that is, to be a poet is to help build, gather, restore.
It’s about hope, that great uni er, which transforms lives, which
forti es communities, which changes the world.
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Aileen Cassinetto

BILL BURNS
“I am From”
I am from Erector Sets, adventure books, and asthma medicines.
I am from climbing trees, schoolyard basketball games, and a
creek
I am from St. Catherine’s School, the Burlingame Fire
Department, Burlingame Library, & The Burlingame
Advance-Star Newspaper.
I am from William R. Burns, Sr., Semi-Pro Baseball Catcher.
I am from my mother saying, “Someday I hope you have children
of your own.”
I am from rye bread toast and split pea soup.
I am from a place where a 15-year-old boy with no Driver’s
License won a 1932 Chevy Coupe by selling the most
magazine orders in July of 1957.
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AILEEN CASSINETTO
Poetry, please
And when we speak
let it be said
that nothing is lost
in translation.
That our words are true
and tenable.
That we understand
the meaning of “sii,”
the Ohlone word for water,
which is you.
The Ohlone knew this.
They were rst of this county,
borne of seawater and
woven reeds to salt
marshes and pickleweeds
and saltwater silvered
by smelt.
They fared
on abalone
and blue elderberry.
Western chokecherry.
Periwinkle.
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Oaks.
All ourishing, grace- lled,
transitory.
If I were a weaver,
I would gift you
a basket made of sandbar
willow and tule,
bright as cinnabar.
But I can only write
this poem,
a tributary,
to carry
the weight of water
as it ows and hefts
the meaning of you.
Giver and taker.
And everything that I knew.
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ALEX CHANG
Another Day
Together they rise,
Hands on their chests...
And spit out the Pledge of Allegiance
They slump back into their seats,
And wait for the static of the speaker to fade,
Then they steel themselves,
For another day of higher learning
They laugh, and they jostle each other,
As they head out to recess,
Collapsing onto the bench,
For a few minutes of freedom,
Before the grind begins again
The nal bell rings,
They pile into cars,
Or plug in their earbuds for the walk home,
They ood the streets,
On bikes, scooters, and skateboards,
To return home,
Until the next day,
Of school
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PRESTON DIMAS
Find a Penny Pick it Up
In the depths of the green grass of the golf
course lays Abe.
Abe who is quite a babe was hiding in the shade.
Always pick up Abe, never the lthy monument.
Rusting away ray after ray, slowly
Corroding.
An act of kindness a day keeps the
spirits away.
Abe burning a hole in my trousers, it must be a sign.
I think I hit a goldmine.
Added up you can cop some dots.
Someone else may be in need of Abe the babe.
An act of kindness a day keeps the spirits away.
The better thing to do may be put Abe back facing the
Rays.
Hopefully he can withstand the blaze.
But the dots sure sound scrumptious.
The next person won’t have to meet eye to eye with the
sparkles of the granite.
An act of kindness a day keeps the spirits away.
Should I embed Abe in the luscious blades of grass or stow him
away in my trousers. He might even give me superpowers.
It could be the difference between a box of dots or brightening
someone’s day.
The granite beast has to withstand the ferocious blades of the
green gang.
Abe lives on.
An act of kindness a day keeps the spirits away.
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ERIC FORGAARD
Children of Belmont
On Belmont’s eastern rim
near the sloughs of Redwood Shores
a Little Leaguer saunters to the plate
hoists the bat to his shoulder
and peers out from under a broad-brimmed helmet gone askew
Marina Field fans out before him and he waits
The pitcher leans in and feels for the proper grip
Traces of kicked dirt and mown bent grass spice the late spring
breeze
Parents shift and murmur on the warm aluminum bleachers
Everyone luxuriates in the peculiar suspension of time
Elsewhere
below the high ridges of the western borderland
a meandering girl on Chaparral Trail brushes past a kaleidoscope
of butter ies
perched on a spray of ferns
launching them into scattershot retreat
Later
in nespun reverie
she’ll recall their it and hover and wobbly glide
Their shimmering ashes of color in the slanting light
Down the hill
curious readers pluck discoveries from library shelves
and sink into plush chairs
with tales of wiggly bugs and distant lands on their laps
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Finally tiring of the playground
young ones toddle up the footpath at Twin Pines Park
on some cheerful quest
trailed by a parent roused off a wooden bench
Little shoes stamp at cottony clumps of sunlight sprinkled about
under the soaring eucalyptus
under wise oaks
All through the day
and into evening
the children of Belmont gather memories like dandelions
And after the sun slides off the boughs
after crickets take the night
from their bedsides the stories of kingdoms are whispered
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NATALY GIJON
If only I had green eyes
If I was a green eyed demon
I would have enjoyed his sweet smile
While holding his hand
And we would have planned, many memories
But I am not a green eyed demon
I do not have blond hair
And I do not tear apart hearts
And I do not have the art to make people sad
Pale green and fourteen
tall and lean, she is
Between us, I have cold cuts
You trust demons
She gives you feelings I can’t give you
And leaving behind broken promises
Because you like you being left in pieces
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DANA HAMMERSTROM
Quiet Little Town
I know we both want
To get out of this town
Where peace and quiet
Is all too familiar
Yet when you need it most
You can’t nd the words
Our town is too small
For a word to go unheard
Any phrase echoes like thunder
Every rumor spreads like wild re
The white noise of a city
Has never felt so appealing
To a kid who’s trapped
In their quiet little town
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SARAH HANSEN
Standing on Our Toes
Together now
Eight years
Of sweat
And dreams
Bloody toes
And bobbi pins
Pink tights
perfected pointes
Pirouetting
In a endless cycle of
blisters, blood
A synchronized bang
Of pointe shoes
Landing leaps
Becomes
the beat of our hearts
No one else
Would i let
Hairspray my bun
Borrow my leo
Sisters
Standing on our toes
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HANNAH HSIAO
A Turn to Hold Fast
A turn of a page
A turn of the world
A shining moment to never forget
And just like that a family shines
Just like a pearl at the end of a mine
Through the darkest times of all
They huddle together to try to cope
But the missing piece would always prevail
Yet roaming around the dangerous streets of Chicago
A diamond of hope sneaks about
Hoping to hold fast to her dreams
Leaping on subways, ripping through books
Pushing past all who told her no
Defying the odds and held fast
The pearl crashing out of the shell
Pushing it to its limits
A community united to nd the lost piece
And there it lies
Untouched, eeing the cruelty of the rascal
The pearl ies back into the shell
Snuggling the sides as hard as it can.
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MIA HUNT
The Web We Weave
A small community,
Fragile, yet strong.
Weaving and twisting,
Connecting us all.
Each thread creating the bonds that hold tight
Each thread that gets you through the night
Each thread creating a fragile web.
Through words and screens,
The web grows.
Extending its reach far beyond
Far beyond this tiny town.
Connecting us all,
Through tiny threads
Connecting us all,
To the big wide web.
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ZOEY GOMEZ KING
We All Have Something To Bring
A hunk of wood you might expect,
But you don’t know its potential yet.
It’s a weapon of truth,
It has beautiful tone,
A tone so deep it could rattle the bone.
It sits there, still, with nothing to play,
Not a sound, not a word, what a dismal day.
Then comes a person, with the poo est of hair,
Sits down in her hard chair.
She picks up the cello, picks up the bow.
She brushes the string, steady and slow.
This sound they create is the sound of a king,
The sound of someone who loves to sing.
But the room is still empty, not lled enough,
The air is still stubborn and awfully tough.
Something more was needed here,
Something for all to hear.
They are not the only one,
Because another and another and another come.
They grab other instruments of all different shape,
To ll and to brighten the dreary landscape.
This amazing sound that lls up the room,
This sound is just a sound, you might assume.
But it’s wonderful and graceful, but still lled with skill.
It can change your every feeling,
from joyful, to an icy chill.
This is a community of different people and things,
Everyone has something special to bring.
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And even though it might be just wood,
In this world, we could use more good.
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CHRISTOPHER KWOK
My Family Tree
In my darkest childhood days,
I remembered my grandmother came to me and say,
“I know you will be strong”
“Don’t be like me, and let the bullies drag you with your emotions
along”
I hope you forgive me for what I am going to do
I cried Nana, “Don’t leave me here, I want to be with you!”
Then she left and abandoned me in this cruel, cruel world,
She laid under the withered tree all cozy and curled
I walked down my town’s streets everyday
Only not to be greeted in any way
I took my last strides on my suburban street
Starring only straight down to my own dirty feet
I saw a crow and knew the end was near,
I didn’t show now any fear
My community depleted, same with my heart,
I will soon be greeted by the presence of dark
Over the years, the old, decrepit tree grew and thrived,
It reminded me of my Nana, how she couldn’t do the same and
didn’t survive
Three years has passed, with not even a ower in her grave’s
basket,
The only thing left to do was to join my grandmother’s casket
So I had plan this escape, goodbye for about a week,
It only required a rope and for me to not speak
The day before I had to go, I glimpsed at the amulet of Nana
before her death,
I won’t be lonely anymore, when tomorrow I take my nal breath
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I am coming Nana,
You won’t be lonely anymore
Your granddaughter, Briannah,
Coming to Heaven to be with you forever, unlike before
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NICHOLAS KWOK
Miraculous Miracles Through Musical Melodies
Illustrating Magical Masterpieces
Imagine…
Then perform.
You would never consider,
How music could linger,
Blooming in your heart,
Where miracles through musical melodies with the art,
Could magically start!
Exquisite breathing, from the winds,
Flowing bowing, played by strings,
The blending of notes,
The harmonizing of music,
There we gathered,
Lively playing.
Our instruments exceedingly exploited,
Making a musical masterpiece we appointed,
Together we performed,
As a community,
At last—
A Symphony!
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TATIANA LYULKIN
The City of Dreams
Wake up,
Wake up and go home
To East Palo Alto—
A secret place
Within your heart
Where red roses bloom
In the middle of February.
There is no snow
In East Palo Alto
But when the rain comes,
It comes down hard.
“We need the rain,”
Aunt Laverne says
As she looks out of the window.
East Palo Alto
With its own sense of style,
Its own music,
Its own drama.
East Palo Alto
Is tough as nails
And protective and kind
At the same time.
It cracks jokes
When it feels like crying
And when it’s angry—
Run for cover!
The city of my dreams,
A place of pure magic,
East Palo Alto,
Where’re you at?
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JULIA MINKSTEIN
to be set free
To be set free
Mustard lled daisies dance through God’s breath
Specks of fuzz emerge from the pearly capped dandelions who y
up above
Her thin caged ribs align with wispy uff upon the sky
Her golden arms unrestricted absorbing the sun's everlasting love
To be set free
A girl can dream
Skipping through the endless elds of saffron painted sun owers
Floating among the boundless sea
Leaping through untouched galaxies of stars
The man on the moon kisses her wounds
At last
Light beams through her corn ower blue eyes
In awe
Blinking
She kept blinking
The girl has awoken
The light in her eyes fade
Her toneless body
Still as cement
Confused
No birds
Just buildings
No owers
Only cigarette sprinkled roads
Miles and miles of tragedy
Her head
Crammed with terror
A black smokey
Mascara lled tear
Sprints down her cheek
Her st tenses
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A sensation of absolute hopelessness
Locked into a world where we hate more than we love
But
What would it mean
To be set free
Quite a distant feeling
Yet
Palpable at the same time
To be set free
Where emerald green casts a blanket over earth’s vigorous
mountains
Where butter ies as red as holly berries nd comfort on the tip of
her freckled nose
Where soft caramel toes soak up the rich soil beneath
Where violence is nonexistent
To be set free
A lost girl has found home.
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TONY PRESS
Grand Opening on Commercial Avenue
White canvas tarps cover the day’s labor,
paint guns and tool boxes tucked away.
Cars pose along the east wall, noses pointing north,
the proud Mustang raised just a bit higher.
Spit-clean and spotless, The E & S Auto Body Shop.
You could eat a meal off this oor.
Some children will.
Tonight, rented tables, eight chairs each, Winnie-the-Pooh
balloons.
Add three broad boards stretched across sawhorses
sagging with chicken, rice, beef, beans, bread and more rice.
The service counter this night swept free of estimates,
work orders, insurance forms, transformed to a full bar,
nothing held back, bottles set for function, not for show.
Steel buckets burst with ice, beer, soda.
A body shop makes a good dance hall.
Cavernous. It is an aircraft carrier.
Giant speakers blast from all corners.
Lights ash and rotate, machine fog shimmers in the glow.
Three, four, ve languages. Owners old and new.
One babe in arms, clutching with both hands
her very rst pink plastic bottle,
her wide eyes dilating beneath pure ebony lashes.
Her perfect white shoes could hang
from the mirror of a cherry ’57 Chevy.
Three, four, ve languages.
Hablando de Puebla. And Seoul. Calexico. Long Beach.
New owners from Mexico. Old owners, new friends: Korea.
Borders and oceans in the self-same breath.
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Kids scramble like puppies,
pinballing into soft aunts, laughing uncles, hard walls,
stopped only by exhaustion, swooped up and tucked into corners,
blanketed under winter coats.
Adults dance. Teens kiss. Adults kiss. Teens dance.
Y todos estan hablando.
It’s a sound stage now.
Hollywood could shoot a movie, MTV a video.
But Monday, back to a body shop, Quality on Commercial
Avenue.
Tonight we speak of Puebla, and Seoul. Tonight we dance.
Tonight we kiss.
Puebla remains 2300 miles away, and that’s just in miles.
Hablando de Puebla, y bailando, y besando. Y esperando.
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JESSE RESNICK
A Jewish Community
A temple of worship
Friends of plenty
A gathering of people with something in common
A place to pray
We sit next to friends, socialize before the Saturday sermon starts
The high ceilings, with many rows of seats
An inviting, welcoming community with a big Star of David,
visible from the entrance
A book for each person
With songs we all sing
A harmonious tune that sounds pleasant to the ear
And prayers that we say, that makes us think of our heritage and
struggle
It all happens in a Community
A Jewish Community
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DAVID RUETTIGER
Paci ca
Knit together across six exits
next to the ocean
Paci ca is a beach town
strung along the coast.
Community tides ebb & ow
Old timers proud
of their long time here
New timers excited just to be here
I’m an in betweener
As this place still feels new
In spite of a decade of residence.
Walk any of the hill trails
Or stroll along any of the beaches
Your jaw is bound to drop in awe
Your lips will curl upward in a smile.
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ROGER SIPPL
As We Forgive Those
The angel is still on top of the tree
but the Pope is trying to change the lyric
of the Our Father. What we want
is no change. Go back, even,
to what we now know was safe,
even though it was scary enough.
The people were the people
we knew, and trusted, or knew
not to trust. So, we think
we don’t know these new people
now, but they’re the same
as they always were.
The prayer world is in turmoil,
but haven’t there always
been multiple translations
of everything we believe?
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SABRINA SOLON
We Are The Jazz Band
We walk in
Room cluttered yet neat
Running like cheetahs
All too cold
Into the warmth this room provides.
Before class, we blast
Before you tell us no
Loud, clear
Noodling
Forgetting to stop our sound
We are trumpets.
During class, we wait
A chance to sit
Finally resting these weak legs
Stand to play, sit to rest
Savoring each moment
We are trumpets.
After class, we pack up
Only instruments
Smiles stick to our faces
Laughing, talking
Bad band puns, jokes
Playfully, relaxed
We are the jazz band.
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AMANDA SWEE
To Thank The Ones Who Love Me
Hair down,
Wall down
They sense me, crave me, for my esh and blood
The prettiest thing in the world
But also the dangerous
Like arrows falling from the sky, they dart for me, as I ride
towards the gates
Gates, they’ll protect me, and the others, from my beauty
From my weapon
From my curse.
One grabs my neck
Finally the end to my misery
The misery from a mother I never really knew,
A negligent father,
The curse he gave me,
Being an orphan monster…
In the end I’ll be known to be as brave as those soldiers that I
saved,
Willing to put my life on the line for a country that treats me like
dirt
The claws begin to loosen as I continue on my lethal journey
towards those I saved
As my sight ickers in and out, I see him shooting like a maniac
The corners of my mouth rise in the sight of him
His face, full of determination to protect me
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Me,
One he’s known since childhood
Me,
The one who’s supported him endlessly throughout the ups and
downs
Me,
One who loves him
Me,
The one he loves.
I squeeze my calves and heels on Small
He runs faster than he ever has, determined to save me
We reach the gates to the castle
I hug Small to thank him for what he’d done for me
I want to hug Archer too to thank him for what he’d done for me
To thank the ones who love me
Based on Fire by Kristin Cashore
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JUSTINE LEPARMENTIER
Rejected
A bunch of mis t kids.
All packed together behind our concentration gates,
Trapped and afraid.
We huddle together in the freezing night air.
Hoping our little warmth will carry us through another day.
We watch the owls and bats dance and soar,
Boasting of their grace and freedom.
While we stand in our striped gowns.
A sign of our enslavement.
We are stripped of our rights,
Stripped of everyone and everything.
Persecuted for our religion.
For being Jews.
All living different lives,
Yet still so similar.
A single common goal shows in our yearning eyes.
To escape.
To live a new life,
On the other side of these wicked gates.
To sing like owls.
To soar like bats.
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LYNNETTE VEGA
Tom & Gracie, 1980*
(Written in the concrete remains
of “Boots & Saddle” Lodge
in La Honda)
In this small town
history is not
an abstract thing
happening to someone
you’ve never met
in a place
whose name you might recognize
from a 5th grade
geography class
History is composed
each day
by the people
whose lives
intersect with yours
The ones
you say hello to
when walking down
the street
those you meet
at the post of ce
or general store
Though
some say
the bad thing
about living in a small town
is that everyone
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knows your business
The good thing
is that
many people care
And with that caring
the town can respond
as if it were not
made up of
many individuals
But instead
a solid mass-like body
And when
one part is in pain
the whole body aches
in sympathy
Allowing our lives
to touch
and not
look away.
I knew them enough
to say that
“I knew them”
which is to say
that through 7 and 12 years,
respectively,
I really didn't know them at all
And, Tom shot Gracie dead
the other night
then sped away
and self-destructed
in what the newspapers called
a “spectacular crash”
37

Who were these people
and could anyone fathom
the convoluted love
that drew them together
and pulled them apart
literally dozens of times
Only to come
to an end one night
in rage and pain and death.
That happened
four nights ago
And yet the sound
of that bullet
keeps reverberating
through these streets
as if it were still
whizzing through
the air.
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“…poetry enhances and enriches our lives; fosters
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other artists in the fields of music, theatre, film,
dance and the visual arts; [and is] an essential part
of the arts and humanities—a beloved and vital
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landscape and history.”

